Tutor Mode

Tutor mode is a new quiz mode that grades your response to a question based on your first attempt. You can continue to make attempts to answer the question and test your knowledge, but only the first response will be used for grading. This is different than Study mode that uses your final answer attempt to calculate your grade.

**TUTOR MODE**
- New mode
- Answers and explanations available during quiz
- FIRST response determines quiz score

**STUDY / OPEN BOOK**
- Existing mode
- Answers and explanations available during quiz
- LAST response determines quiz score

**HOW DO PERFORMANCE METRICS CHANGE?**

All quizzes including Study, Tutor, and Test mode are included in calculating your overall performance metrics. Previously Study mode was not included in your performance metrics. You may see a change in your overall score due to the inclusion of Study mode. For NCLEX users, the CAT mode continues to not be included in the overall performance metrics given its unique structure.

**DESKTOP VIEW**

**MOBILE VIEW**
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